English Exam

Grade 9
May 16 th, 2017
……/ 2 (neatness)

Reading Comprehension & Writing: (28 pts)
1- Find words in the text that mean the same as: (3 pts)
a- Consequences:____implications___________________________________
b- Secret/forbidden: ____taboo_________________________________
c- Heartless/insensitive: _____callous_____________________________
d- Aggression/danger: _________hostility___________________________
e- Considered: __________perceived________________________________
f- Used/ Taken advantage of: _______exploited_______________________

2- Explain these phrases according to their meaning in the text: (3 pts)
“Rise to prominence”: _______To become very important and pervasive _____________
“Try to grasp”: _______try to understand and figure out ___________________________
“Socially awkward”: _______shy , inhibited , lacking social skills _______(strange ½)___
3- What is the main idea of the text? Answer briefly. (35 words max/ 2 pts)
The text discusses the rising importance of the Internet and social networking for teenagers. It
highlights the fact that despite the risks it involves it’s very beneficial for the teens. (Hence the
necessity for good parental control.)
4- Are the following statements True or false? Quote the text to justify your answer. (4 pts)
a- Young people only desire to communicate with friends online.
__F__ “Research shows that adolescents use a variety of Internet applications to connect with their
peers and to explore adolescent concerns and taboo topics such as identity and sexuality” (l.5-6)
b- Bullying occurs more frequently online.
__F___ “peer bullying and harassment are the most frequent threats that kids face, both online and
offline. “ (l. 15)
c- Caring parents must be close to their children and have authority over them.
__T____ “A parenting style that combines warmth, supervision, and open communication between
parent and child is therefore highly recommended.” (l. 27-28)
d- It’s preferable to stop using electronic devices and explore real life opportunities.
__F__It is important that parents and teenagers fully explore the digital and the real world.” (l. 45)

5- According to the text, why “are adolescents living a large part of their life electronically”
(l.4)? What are they looking for? Give 3 different arguments. (40 words / 3 pts)
-

They want to strengthen their friendships.
They want to make new friends.
They want to socialize.
They want information about many topics.
They want to connect with more people and the entire world.
They want to share ideas and feelings.
They want to offer their support in times of crises.

6- Is the writer of the text worried about the Internet and social networking sites? Why?
Why not? Give two different reasons. (40 words/ 3 pts)
No, he doesn’t seem worried. He says there’s danger online and offline. He also says the parents can
play an important role in monitoring their kids’ online activities and preventing potential harm.
7- Choose A or B. Write a well-organized academic paragraph. (80-100 words / 10 pts)
A- Should teenagers have unlimited and unsupervised access to the internet?
B- “The Internet creates addiction and dependence making users stupid.” Do you agree?
__________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________PERSONAL_________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Vocabulary and Grammar: (25 pts)
8- Circle the correct word: (5 pts)
When was the last time you:
a- Uploaded a photo/ a laptop.
b- Updated your comment / profile?
c- Posted a comment / a link?
d- Browsed an icon / the web?
e- Shared an account / a Facebook post?
f- Streamed an account / a video?
g- Wrote a virus / a game console?
h- Joined an application / a chat?
i- Launched a campaign / a petition?
j- Designed a baby / an embryo?

9- Fill in the following grid: (6 pts)
Verb

Noun – the activity

Noun – the person who does it

To pirate

Piracy

Pirate

To demonstrate

Demonstration

Demonstrator

To vandalize

Vandalism

Vandalizer

To offend

Offence

Offender

To hack

Hacking

Hacker

To rob

Robbery

Robber

10- Complete the sentences with the correct word from the list below:

(4 pts)

arrested – trial – alibi – verdict – evidence – convicted – accused - jail

a- The lawyers present …evidence...in the court during the …trial…………… to defend their client.
b- The judge gave the final …verdict……. and sentenced the criminal to life in …jail……………
c- He was …arrested…………………on his way to work ……accused…….of arson.
d- He was …convicted…………because he couldn’t provide an ……alibi………………..

11- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in brackets: (10 pts)
a. If you ____put____________ (put) some ice in a drink, it ___makes_______ (make) it cooler.
b. What __would you do_ (do /you) if an alien __knocked____________ (knock) on your door?
c. I ____would go____________ (go) by taxi if I _____were___________ (be) you.
d. _Had_(IF)______ John _____ not gotten/got_(hadn’t got)______ (not get) a pay rise last
month, he ___wouldn’t have moved______________ (not move) to a bigger apartment.
e. We ___have been waiting__________ (wait) for the bus for nearly half an hour, so I don’t
think we __will be ______ (be) able to attend the meeting on time.
f. When Sarah ___finishes_______ (finish) decorating her house next year, she __will have
paid___________ (pay) 2 million dollars in expenses.
g. When the old woman ___heard____________ (hear) that her grandson was in a car accident,
she ____got____________ (get) a big shock.
h. Stop complaining! You ____are acting_________(act) like a spoiled child!
i. I __have never come______ (never come) across such a big snake in my life. What about you?
j.

They __were_____________(be) very tired in the morning last week because they __had worked/had
been working________________ (work) hard on the farm the day before.

k. Do you know what time the show _____starts__________ (start)?
l. He always __walked/used to walk/would walk______ (walk) to school when he was five.

